15 SIGNS THAT

INDICATE YOUR PLANT
HAS NEGATIVE AIR
PRESSURE PROBLEMS

Negative pressure problems can result from insufficient make-up air in plants
and buildings
buildings, especially as
buildings become better insulated and “tighter.” Often
the true cause of the problem goes undiagnosed, but
the symptoms are serious –
from faulty products and excessive costs to
poor working conditions and employee
absenteeism – and costly. Inadequate makeup air can directly or indirectly affect every
function of your business: production, quality
control, employee relations, plant engineering,
maintenance and, even, public relations.
Negative pressure results when air is pulled
out of a building through ventilators, dust
collectors, exhaust hoods, process exhaust,
and other devices without introducing sufficient
replacement or “make-up” air into the building.
Without enough air, exhaust and ventilating
systems cannot work properly
properly. Additionally
Additionally, an
air-starved system will draw air from around
doors and windows, down flues, or through
cracks in walls, resulting in a drafty, uncomfort-

able building for occupants
and a variety of structural
and operating problems.
Fortunately, the signs of
inadequate make-up air are
obvious and easily detected,
if you know what to look for.
Even if you already have a
p air system,
y
expansion
p
of yyour p
plant
make-up
can alter the balance of the air flow, so your
current system should be re-evaluated
periodically to make sure it is adequate for your
needs.
On the next pages you’ll learn the 15 symptoms
of inadequate make-up
make up air. If you find one or
more of these signs in your plant or building,
don’t despair. Often the solution can be as
simple as installing a low-cost make-up air unit
and is usually not complicated

1. Doors that

5. Indoor

Doors that slam shut or are difficult to open are two of the
clearest indicators that your plant is air starved. For
outward-opening doors, other signs are: Doors need a real
tug to budge them; hydraulic door closers set extremely
tight to prevent slamming; and door weather stripping
mashed down by chronic pounding. On inward-opening
doors, the opposite effects occur.

Smoke, haze, fumes and, dust shouldn't float around
welding, woodworking, process tanks, molding, metal cutting
or any of the hundred other processes where employees
work without respirators. If it does, your fan(s) may not be
strong enough to overcome the negative pressure and can’t
develop enough exhaust air flow. If the air clears quickly
when
h a nearby
b window
i d
iis open, th
that’s
t’ a clear
l
iindicator
di t th
thatt
the facility is starved for make-up air.

are hard to
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2. Listless,

half-open
louver
dampers

Automatic, spring or weight-balanced intake dampers should
be almost wide open whenever an exhaust fan is running to
bring in outside air for summer ventilation, and fully closed
during winter. If a building isn't getting enough air, the
shutters will struggle against the incoming wind and remain
partially open, allowing outside air to enter uncontrolled and
untempered.

3. Second-

air Quality

6. A roof

covered with
exhaust
stacks
Just as everything that goes up must come down, air that's
pulled out of a plant must be replaced by in-coming air. In
fact, you need at least one square foot of air inlet area for
every 800 cubic feet per minute of exhaust air, preferably
even more. If your plant roof sports a forest of exhaust
stacks, you may consider yourself a prime candidate for
make-up air troubles.

7. Short-lived
fan motors

rate paint
jobs

A high reject rate on your finished product (either by your
own quality control inspectors or by your customer) may
have its origin in the way plant air flows. When exhaust fans
and process equipment fight each other for any available
make-up air, the paint booth fans may lose. So airborne dust,
moisture, over spray, mist or fumes become part of the paint
job, and may be shipped right out with your product.

Fan motors
F
t
should
h ld llastt 15 tto 20 years or more b
before
f
b
being
i
rewound or replaced. If you’re replacing motors on a regular
basis, your maintenance records may be trying to tell you
that the trouble is not electrical. Without sufficient air, the fan
motor must work harder, creating additional heat and stress
on the motor. Every equally overloaded exhaust fan in an air
starved plant just compounds the problem.

4. Water

8. A medley

Tiny cracks in the concrete blocks, mortar or joints in exterior
walls normally are too small to let rain in except during
severe rain storms. But, when make-up air is insufficient,
water that reaches a crack is drawn in (together with all the
dust lodged there) to ruin wall surfaces as well as wall
coverings and rot wood furring strips and paneling. It may
even form puddles on the floor.

Some production processes smell, but they don't have to
smell up the whole plant. Air exhausted from these process
areas should
h ld ttake
k th
the odors
d
along.
l
D
Do you gett alternate
lt
t
whiffs of oil mist, boiler fumes, toilet and locker rooms,
roasting ovens, paint, and other "aromas" generated in
production areas? If so, it's likely that air is being allowed to
flow from odor-producing areas into the plant instead of
toward exhaust fans.

stained walls

of odors

9. Chemical

13. Regular

Do infrequent visitors develop watery eyes and fits of coughing
as they walk through soldering, printing, screening, powder
bagging, plating, pickling, heat treating and similar areas? If
so, your building’s in trouble – it’s starving for make-up air.
The outsider's nasal passages, which are more sensitive than
those of acclimated employees
employees, are irritated
irritated, a clear indication
that fumes and dust are not being exhausted. In fact, your
employees may be working in an unsafe environment.

Cold, damp outside air can diminish employee productivity and
aggravate employee illnesses. So next time absenteeism
threatens production schedules, put a red pin in the plant
layout map for each missing worker. If the pins cluster along
walls windows
walls,
windows, and corridors,
corridors you have a heat distribution
problem. The trouble may well be drafts caused by incoming
make-up air.
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10. “Ripe” or

smelly
locker rooms

Do your employees complain that when they get home, their
street clothes smell like the production schedule that day? Or
the old high school locker room right after the basketball game?
Locker rooms need plenty of fresh make-up air to replace the
foul air. Locker room exhaust fans can't provide the necessary
air
i changes
h
if a room ((or the
h entire
i plant)
l ) iis short
h off air.
i

11. Drafty

walls and
windows

Walls shouldn't be cold. Insulation prevents the escape of
heat, but none of the usual building insulation materials (fiber
glass, foam board) will block cold air that is being sucked in.
And weather-stripping can't stop all "forced draft" infiltration
around windows and doors. Before you buy more insulation,
be sure the problem isn't negative pressure caused by a lack
of make-up air.

12. Quick

corrosion of
steelwork
Fume hoods over pickling vats, electroplating tanks, and
vessels for holding or mixing corrosive liquids should convey
fumes away from the building’s steel columns, beams and
bar joists. Look at your structural framing in such process
areas. If there is noticeable corrosion, maybe inadequate
make-up air, especially in the winter, could be permitting
fumes to escape and condense along walls and ceilings.

patterns of
absenteeism

14. Debris

dashing under
th doors
the
d
Do small leaves, gum wrappers, and dirt quickly accumulate
just inside plant entrances in defiance of the sweepers? The
crack under the door at the threshold is probably large enough
to admit bits of trash – especially if inside suction is helping to
draw it through. If your plant is gasping for air, it can pull in
quite a pile of trash during an 8-hour
8 hour shift.
shift

15. Fickle,
unit heater
operation

Do pilot lights in your gas-fired unit heaters persist in going
out? Does the surrounding area smell like a gas flue?
Manufacturers say it's almost impossible to make a heater that
will give proper combustion in plants with serious make-up air
problems. The backdraft diverter can't protect the pilot flame
under severe negative pressure, either. And, of course, flue
gas can't go up the flue if air is rushing down the flue.

For more information contact:

